Timor-Leste Kindergarten Project
Skills Training
Barbara and Sue flew in August 13th for a
fleeting 7 day visit, delivering 5 days of
training to the 30 Senior Teachers. This
training continued on from the training of
last April when Barbara & Anne from NZ
spent 2 weeks training over 60 teachers.
Subjects covered included:
•
•
•

Class of August 2010

Developing Gross Motor Skills
Developing Fine Motor Skills
Reading to Children – for the story.

Certificate Training

Teacher Training Manuals

Twenty-five teachers completed the third
module (Classroom Management) of the
Australian Catholic University Certificate
in Teaching and Learning in early August.
This module put into practice the
theoretical training of the previous two
modules (both psychology subjects).

We had developed Teachers Training
Manuals written in Tetun for each of
these subjects. They were well received
and we feel that many of them could now
study these on their own and are not far
from being able to teach them - lessening
the project risk and increasing the
chances of sustainability.

Course fees

The students loved the computer
generated images done by Mark to
illustrate the Gross Motor Skills’ activities.

Once again, most Directors raised the
course fees for this training from amongst
their own sponsors, with Mike Quinn’s
generous offer of sponsorship providing
the necessary backup. This time he
assisted 10 teachers with a 50% subsidy.
Two teachers were awarded sponsorship
in recognition that they had assisted
other TaLiHa teachers by travelling to
their schools to give support. Slowly we
are introducing the concept of a
‘business’ model which allows a teacher
to ‘earn’ part of their tuition fees.

Mark’s figures of illustration
Manuals

Methodology

Other teachers are now starting to put
aside a small amount from their meager
wages ($150 a month) to make a
contribution. Another step in developing a
partnership approach!
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Our methodology is beginning to take
effect with the teachers far more
confident that they can conduct a lesson
where children are involved in differing
activities. Their culture & previous
educational experience mean they are
most comfortable when every student is
performing the same task in unison!
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Timor-Leste Kindergarten Project
Fine Motor Skills
This subject had been introduced last
April as the first activity based subject.
When taken back to their schools
teachers had coped with varying success.
This time Sr Aurora’s Canossian teachers
planned and rehearsed a set of lessons to
conduct with the group. This allowed the
teachers to experience the model
successfully at work. Much discussion
ensured and many ideas were shared. All
were motivated to go back and be even
better at it next time round.

Canossian teachers conduct a class

Teacher-directed learning
Teacher-monitored group busy at work
The creative, quiet corner

So many of our resources at work – some donated,
some Kindy Box items – and all so appreciated!
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Timor-Leste Kindergarten Project
Gross Motor Skills
The Teachers Manual set out a Gross
Motor Skills program for the whole year.
Each school planned their lessons for next
term and then conducted a lesson with
the other teachers as students. This
worked a treat – seeing and doing is far
better than reading!
Kindy Box Equipment
Sr Aurora teaches body-part vocabulary
Demonstrating the balls donated by Kathy
and the mesh bags from the Kindy Box

Walking on the line

Local Equipment!
Lesson planning

Modelling school!!

Rotary Club of Richmond; Sept 2010
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Timor-Leste Kindergarten Project
Reading to children – for the
story
Last April we had witnessed the difficulty
teachers have in reading aloud. It is
unlikely that these teachers were ever
read to as children, or that they read
much now, so they have nothing to
model against. There was little fluency,
they had difficulty holding the book so
that the children (usually more than 35)
could see, some had difficulty reading,
emotion was rarely used in the telling and
there was constant interruption to ask
questions.

Reading practice

Mirrors to encourage facial expressions

Sue teaching

The other revelation was that the books
we were sending over are ‘story books’ –
books with a problem that needs to be
solved. This is a new concept to them, as
the books they had previously used were
more ‘journals’ where a series of
incidents occurred but never with a sense
of ‘prediction’ or ‘what happens next?’
The Teachers Manual we subsequently
wrote explained the idea of predictive
text, repeated phrases and all those other
techniques that engage children – ones
with which we are so familiar. What fun it
was writing it!

Practice using Tom’s contact paper to
reinforce/cover the books we send over

The teachers enjoyed the lessons very
much and we look forward to further
developing this skill in our next training,
embedding it with smaller groups, quiet
reading and related activity.
Rotary Club of Richmond; Sept 2010
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Timor-Leste Kindergarten Project
Prizes

Brian’s woodworking

Prizes were awarded for homework and
teaching efforts during last term. The
handwriting prize was hotly contested – it
was so rewarding to see their progress,
working with ruled lines and using the
Timor regular font style.

Brian has yet again helped out with his
wood-working prowess. We took across
over 100 little geo-boards he had made.
These are great for developing fine motor
skills and also for exploring shapes and
patterns.
Explaining using elastic bands!

Studying how handwriting progresses

Whilst we wouldn’t be teaching
handwriting at this level in Australia, it is
part of their national curriculum and we
need to provide them with help.

Farewell
When we wrapped up at the end of the
day on Friday we were exhausted but so
pleased with the progress. We had
watched the teachers build their
confidence and personally grow through
the week and that was the reward we
were looking for. They were so
appreciative of our efforts and sent their
warmest thanks back to all the sponsors
and donors who are the backbone of this
project.

One school had also set up an inventory
system for their Kindy Box resources.
They were rewarded with an index card
system from Office Works here in
Richmond – forget your computerised
databases! They also loved the felt stickons Office Works had donated as prizes.

Many thanks
We thank our many sponsors and donors,
and we pass on the teachers’ thanks.

We always love a cake

This is such a valuable project with so
much being achieved to help the children
of Timor. Capacity building is essential in
any development work. The 2 projects of
Kindy Boxes and Training proceed sideby-side, with neither possible without the
other.
For more information on
how you can help contact
Barbara on 0413 05 7879
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